Nonlinear motion of vortex sheets with non-uniform current is investigated using the vortex blob method. We show that the current induced on a vortex sheet leads to a strong amplification of the magnetic field when the Lorentz force term in the governing equation is sufficiently small. When the Lorentz force term is large, an oscillation due to the Alfvén wave appears and the nonlinear growth is suppressed. We present various interfacial profiles depending on the magnitude of the Atwood number (density ratio) and Lorentz force, and discuss the complicated motion of non-uniform current-vortex sheets.
Introduction
When a supernova explosion occurs, materials that composed the star scatter in a high speed with a strong shock wave, leaving a singular region such as a black hole in its center. These scattered materials, called 'supernova remnants' (SNR), expand into the space and finally become a source in order to create new solar systems. Giacalone and Jokipii (2007) and Inoue et al (2009) found that SNR have a strong magnetic field compared to the surrounding interstellar medium and concluded that the turbulent region with a locally strong magnetic field is expected to be spread out in the region with frequent supernova explosions, such as in the galactic center and starburst galaxies. In spite of its importance in astrophysics and plasma physics, few models to explain this extraordinary magnetic amplification mechanism in SNR exist so far. In this paper, we extend the concept of the vortex sheet into the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and show that non-uniform current sheets induce the strong magnetic field in the neighborhood of a vortex sheet.
When an inhomogeneous vorticity initially distributes on an interface between two fluids with different densities and it is driven by some external force such as a shock wave, a corrugated interface eventually rolls up to a mushroom-like structure. This phenomenon, known as the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) (Meshkov 1969 , Nishihara et al 2010 , Richtmyer 1960 , is important in various areas such as astrophysical supernova, supersonic combustion, atmospheric flows, unsteady boundary layers and the inertial confinement fusion. This interface is a vortex sheet and it can be a model of an inhomogeneous and non-uniform turbulence which differs from the classical Kolmogorov turbulence in some mathematical and physical features (Celani et al 2006) .
Here, we consider MHD-RMI and assume that the situation such that a vortex sheet and a homogeneous magnetic field initially exist in the region. Then the sharp density jump in RMI induces the interface between two different magnetic fields and this sharp gradient of the magnetic field forms a non-uniform current-vortex sheet on the fluid interface. When the initial homogeneous magnetic field is applied to be parallel to the initial interface, the magnetic field stays parallel to the interface, even though the interface largely deforms (refer to equation (14)). Unlike the classical current sheets that appear in magnetic reconnection processes in space plasmas (Aly and Amari 1989 , Gibon and Bagenal 1996 , Priest 1985 , the current sheets presented here do not have the stationary state and they deform very large together with the vortex sheet.
There exist some studies that have investigated the linear and weakly nonlinear stability of a current-vortex sheet (Arshukova et al 2002, Hunter and Thoo 2011) . Taking into the plasma sheath region and introducing the thickness of a current-vortex sheet, Arshukova et al theoretically discuss the deformation of the interface (Arshukova et al 2002) . Hunter and Thoo perform the weakly nonlinear analysis and derive an amplitude equation to describe the propagation of a wave (Alfvén wave) on a current-vortex sheet (Hunter and Thoo 2011) . These analytical studies do not consider the large deformation of current-vortex sheets. In this paper, extending the vortex blob method (Baker et al 1982 , Krasny 1987 , we investigate the nonlinear evolution (large deformation) of current-vortex sheets in order to describe the magnetic amplification mechanism in SNR and show that the numerical results by the use of this method describe well the obtained results due to the direct numerical simulations (DNS) (Sano et al 2012) or observations (Uchiyama et al 2007) . This paper organized as follows. In section 2, we present a model and the governing equations to describe the motion of a current-vortex sheet in MHD-RMI. In section 3, we present various interfacial profiles depending on the magnitude of the Atwood number (density ratio) and the Lorentz force, and show that the magnitude of the initial Lorentz force term is essential to the magnetic field amplification in MHD-RMI. Section 4 is devoted to conclusion and discussions.
Governing equations
We consider a fluid interface with density and tangential velocity jumps in two-dimensional inviscid and incompressible magnetohydrodynamic flows. This sharp density jump induces two different valued magnetic fields B 1 and B 2 between the interface, where the upper fluid (fluid 2) is assumed to be lighter than the lower one (fluid 1) (refer to figure 1) . Due to the existence of the tangential discontinuities of the fluid velocity and the magnetic field, this interface becomes a current-vortex sheet. We assume that the bulk is current free. Then the governing equations in each fluid region i (i = 1, 2) are given by
) is the density in fluid i, u i is the velocity related to the velocity potential ϕ i as ϕ
, B i is the magnetic field, and p i is the fluid pressure. The Ampèreʼs law due to the surface current is given by the following integral form:
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where j is the current density, t is the unit tangent of the interface,
is the permeability,
is the area vector,ê z is the unit vector in the z direction, and ds is the line element of the interface (s; length).
We introduce the surface current vector
is a small element in the direction of the unit normal n). Then we have
Now we consider a magnetic field B such that it has the form of
For such a magnetic field, the stress vector ≡ T T n ij j acting on the interface by the Maxwell stress tensor
is given by
n m where B n is the normal component of the magnetic field B, which is equal to zero for the magnetic field (7) and p m is the magnetic pressure. From this equation, the total magnetic force F m at the interface is given by , and = B B . Equation (9) is an expression of the Lorentz force on the interface. The total force F acting on the interface is obtained by adding the fluid pressure p i to F m :
The dynamical balance condition of the interface requires = F 0, which indicates that the total pressure = + · B B P p 2
is continuous at the interface; = P P 1 2 . This condition and equation (1) yield the evolution equation for the circulation
is the vortex sheet strength,
is the Atwood number, and
and + u is the interfacial velocity. The factor α α
is an artificial parameter which is related to how to select the tangential velocity (Baker et al 1982) . Any values of α satisfy the continuity condition of the normal velocity at the interface; however, we need to choose it carefully when we perform numerical computations, in which smaller α enables us to calculate for a long time (Pullin 1982) . Here, the coefficient of the Lorentz force term
2 is a parameter that denotes the magnitude of the magnetic force to the inertia, where v a is the Alfvén velocity for the initial homogeneous magnetic field B 0 and v lin is the linear growth velocity of the pure RMI whose exact form is given by Wouchuk and Nishihara (1996) Here * ρ 1,2 and * δv 1,2 are densities and transverse velocities immediately after the shockinterface interaction, suffixes 1 and 2 denote two different fluids, where the incident shock propagates through from the fluid 1 to the fluid 2, and * F s1,2 are parameters accounting the amount of vorticity left by the fronts in the bulk of the fluids. The first term is due to the instantaneous deposition of the localized vorticity at the interface just after the shock-interface interaction. The second term is determined from the sonic interaction between the interface and the fronts (Wouchuk and Nishihara 1997) . Using q and γ, the velocity u 1 and u 2 are written as follows: 
In a similar manner, we have
Using (11) and (12), we obtain the relation is satisfied at t = 0. From (11)- (13), we get the result that
1 2 in the frame moving with the interface, under the condition that · = B n 0 i (i = 1, 2) at t = 0. Equation (14) indicates that the magnetic field does not have the normal component at the interface; i.e., the magnetic field maintains the form of = 
where
Differentiating equation (10) with respect to θ, we obtain the following Fredholm integral equation of the second kind:
The interfacial velocity; i.e., the velocity of the current-vortex sheet
Now we introduce the complex form of the average velocity q as * = − q U iV. Then we obtain the vortex induced velocity due to the Biot-Savart law (Birkhoff-Rott equation) (Birkhoff 1962 , Rott 1956 ):
where PV denotes the principal integral. Solving the evolution equations (15)- (18) simultaneously, we can determine the motion of a current-vortex sheet. 
Numerical results
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In this section, we present some numerical results using the vortex blob method; i.e., δ ≠ 0 calculations stated in the previous subsection. We select the time step ▵ = t 0.00025 and α = − 0.05 for the calculations of = − A 0.7, while ▵ = t 0.0005 and α = −A 2 for = − A 0.2. The grid points N is set to N = 512 throughout this subsection. Figure 2 shows the absolute value of the magnetic field B 2 for = − A 0.7 and the magnitude of the Lorentz force term = − R 10 7 . As is easily understood from the induction equation, the magnetic field in the lighter fluid region is larger than the heavier one; therefore, the maximum magnetic field in a system is realized on the upper side of the interface; i.e., in is amplified to more than 10 3 times at time t = 8. The maximum value of the magnetic field which is located at the spike (θ = 0) gradually moves in the neighborhood of two vortex cores with the passage of time, from which it is inferred that the vortex sheet (the existence of vorticity) plays an important role in the amplification of the magnetic field.
We present the corresponding magnetic field for = − A 0.2 in figure 3 . In the case of small Atwood number = − A 0.2, the calculation breaks down before the roll-up sufficiently develops (refer to figure 4(a) ). This fact suggests that the existence of the magnetic field suppresses the growth of a vortex sheet; in other words, the existence of the magnetic field contributes to the stabilization of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI).
For the reference, we show the interfacial profiles of vortex sheets in pure RMI (R = 0 and = B 0 0 ) in figure 4 . The roll-up becomes hard to appear as the Atwood number becomes higher and KHI is expected not to occur in the limit of = A 1 within a finite time (Baker et al 1993 , Tanveer 1993 . ) and the magnetic field B 2 for = − A 0.7 and R = 0.3. We find that the non-uniform current flows on the interface. The length of an arrow denotes the magnitude of the magnetic field. The maximum magnetic field is realized at the spike at earlier times and gradually it moves to the bubble (θ π = ± ) at later times. As we see from these figures, the interface deforms with some oscillation. This oscillation, called the Alfvén oscillation, describes the wave propagation on the interface and it is important in space plasmas (Cravens 1997) . We can also confirm this oscillation by the temporal evolution of the amplitude of a bubble and spike in figure 6(b) . The period T calculated from the linear theory is π = ∼ T R 2 11.47, while the first turning point (the point of half period) of the amplitude in figures 5 and 6(b) is found at ∼ − t 4 5, which is shorter than the one by the linear theory. The calculation for = − A 0.7 and R = 0.3 breaks down at around ∼ T 2 6. We show the maximum values of the absolute value of the magnetic field in figure 6(a) . Generally, the maximum value of the magnetic field B Max is realized in B Max 2 , at least, for the non-oscillatory case ( ≪ R 1). We see that the amplification of the magnetic field is larger for smaller R. This tendency does not depend on the Atwood number A. Every curve in the figure almost has the exponential growth in its initial stage ( < t 1), although the slope depends on the Atwood number. We find the tendency that the maximum value of the magnetic field for = − A 0.7 and R = 0.3 oscillates. For this case,
Max 2 in other time ranges. This is the effect of the Alfvén oscillation and this oscillation becomes clearer for the case of larger R. From this figure, we see that the magnetic field amplification is more noticeable in the case that the interface is close to a pure vortex sheet ( ≪ R 1).
Conclusion and discussions
We have investigated the motion of the non-uniform current-vortex sheet in MHD-RMI. We have found that a very large magnetic field amplification occurs in this system when R is small. The coefficient R describes the magnitude of the Lorentz force term in MHD Euler equation; therefore, the extraordinary magnetic field amplification in SNR is expected to be realized if only a finite magnetic field exists in the system. This fact well describes the DNS result (Sano et al 2012) and the observation result that the magnetic field in SNR maintains its strength, even though sufficient time has passed ( ≪ R 1) after a supernova explosion (Uchiyama et al 2007) . Here, we emphasize that the existence of a vortex sheet and the density jump are essential to the magnetic field amplification in SNR. The tangential discontinuity of the fluid velocity; i.e. the existence of vorticity, triggers this amplification. The numerical results also suggest that the magnetic field amplification persists longer in a system with larger Atwood numbers.
We have imposed the initial homogeneous magnetic field B 0 to be parallel to the initial interface. This is important in the magnetic field amplification. If the initial magnetic field has the normal component against the interface, the current sheet moves apart from the vortex sheet; i.e. the interface does not become a current-vortex sheet. The extraordinary magnetic field amplification at the interface does not occur for this case. We have presented the case of δ ≠ 0 in this paper; however, it is also possible to calculate δ = 0. For this case, the calculation breaks down before the strong magnetic field amplification occurs; however, we can show the fact that the existence of the magnetic field stabilizes KHI more mathematically. The calculations of current-vortex sheet motion with δ = 0 will be investigated elsewhere.
